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Confidence Plus* - 16+ Seer 

10-year unit replacement
for failed compressor on 
AC and HP models and
failed heat exchanger on 
furnaces.

Two-year unit 
replacement for 
failed compressor 
on residential 
package models.

Lifetime compressor 
and heat exchanger 
warranty on select 
models.

* Exclusive for CCE & Liberties Plus Dealers 
* Both plans cover drive time, labor, and parts mark-up.

We built it. We back it.

Our plans, like the products they cover, guarantee  
American Quality. All warranties are factory-backed 
and not outsourced to third-party vendors.  
Our extended warranties cover drive time, labor  
hours for repairs, and parts mark-up. 

Affordable and easy
Confidence and Confidence Plus are more affordable and 
comprehensive than comparable competitor packages. Download 
the Ducted Systems Warranty Registration app to register a product 
from almost any location and purchase a plan quickly and simply.

YORK® NATIONAL ACCOUNTS  
Facility Management
CONFIDENT CUSTOMERS FOR LIFE  Extended Warranties from YORK®

Invest in your reputation

Ensure complete customer satisfaction with extended warranty 
plans from YORK® that provide comprehensive, cost-effective 
coverage to homeowners. This drives customer loyalty, 
incentivizes premium purchasing decisions, and bolsters  
your reputation for quality.

Close more sales
Extended warranties give customers peace of mind, which 
encourages them to invest in premium, energy-efficient  
products. In addition, there are no hidden charges.

York Confidence plans must be purchased within 45 days of install.
©2024 Johnson Controls. All Rights Reserved. Proprietary information. Unauthorized distribution 
prohibited.  Information subject to change without notice.  
Full details are available in Channel Marketing Operating Letter PUBL-3140-A.

Our Confidence and Confidence Plus plans give your customers the peace of mind that comes from knowing their investment is secured with extended protection, 
without hidden deductibles, so they keep coming back to you. Add even more confidence and profits with the enhanced coverage that comes with our new plans.

Confidence* - 14 /15 Seer

Two-year unit 
replacement for  
failed compressor 

2
YEARS

10-year unit
replacement
for failed heat
exchanger for
all furnaces.
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$493
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$638
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$601
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